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Horse lovers everywhere know that there is much we can learn by watching and caring for
horses.Whether blazing new trails, pulling a load, hurdling obstacles, or savoring a day in the
meadow, horses of all sizes and colors have lessons to teach.In this companion book to the
successful What Dogs Teach Us and What Cats Teach Us, Dromgoole's insight and humor are
paired with delightful photos, culminating in a book that reminds us of what is meaningful in our
lives.

About the AuthorGlenn Dromgoole is a contributor for Willow Creek Press titles including What
Grandchildren Do.
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Gus, “The pictures are nice, and the little sayings are a good addition. The pictures are nice, and
the little sayings are a good addition. It's got horses. I have been buying this calendar for a
number of years now, and so far, it has always gotten the date right.  :- )”

Jazz81, “Beautiful horsies. Beautiful calendar I got for my Mom. She loves it and uses the
pictures for her art class to copy.”

chris wirtz, “the sayings are a great reminder of what is important. This one was for me &
besides the photos being fabulous..the sayings are a great reminder of what is important.”

lucky girl, “Very nice.. Calendar arrived on time and was exactly as presented it would be. Very
nice.”

N S, “Five Stars. I bought this calendar for me because I love horses & riding. The pictures are
spectacular!!”

Joan Bohuslaw, “simply beautiful! Photos are unusual and show the beautiful horses .... simply
beautiful ! Photos are unusual and show the beautiful  horses in all their splendor!”

SuzyBee, “Five Stars. My 14 year old absolutely loves this calendar and the words on it is lovely!”

Patj, “She loved. This calendar was a gift to a horse crazy woman.  She loved it”

Lorraine, “not only do you get 12 fantastic pictures but each one has a little quote to ....
Gorgeous calendar for any horse lover, not only do you get 12 fantastic pictures but each one
has a little quote to go with the photo making it a lovely mix of cute & beautiful, lovely to brighten
up any wall space”

Becki, “Five Stars. Lovely calendar”

The book by Willow Creek Press has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 27 people have provided feedback.
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